A PROBLEM TO SOME MUSLIMS

WHY JESUS WAS BORN WITHOUT MAN?
AND WHAT ABOUT THE SIGN: "THE VIRGIN WILL CONCEIVE AND GIVE BIRTH TO A SON?"
• By ordinarily way women cannot get child without man because man’s sperm must fertilize egg sell.

• Ok, this is law of nature.

• But where is the law of nature from?
NOT EVOLUTION BUT CREATION

• Many biologists say and think that all is evolved via evolution. We can say shortly that it’s not true. It is impossible. Many law of nature and genotypes indicate to the other direction, to decline the destruction of species of flora and even the annihilation of human race.

• The book “The Origin of Species” doesn’t tell about the life becoming into the world. The life is more than biology. Nobody knows what kind of structure or genetic principle include in life.

• But God knows because He gave the life to His own image: “Then the Lord God format a man from the dust of the ground and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life; and the man became a living being.” (Genesis 2:7) So the dust of the ground is alive. Overall there are a lot of dust but it is not alive, only the dust who got living being.
THE IMAGE OF GOD BROKEN DOWN

• In the beginning first people Adam and Eve was very good. But quite soon they was disobedient to God. They made sin.

• What does it mean their descendants?
• We can say that after the fall of men people became defective by his quality of genotype. Human race cannot produce such kind of people than Adam and Eve was before the fall.

• It’s just the opposite. Adam lived 930 years and many of his descendants after him. But quite soon the lifespan became shorter and shorter. And violence increased very quickly. “I have killed a man for wounding me, a young man for injuring me. Cain is avenged seven times, the Lamek seventy seven times.” (Genesis 4:23,24)

• Wars, violence are not reason of life and death struggle but they are the combat between good and evil. Without fall evil couldn’t become into world. Evil is not in the forest, not in climate, not in animals but only in people. The humankind’s evolution has gone all time only downwards.

• The reason of the fall man’s genotype became dilapidated and it goes into decay.
CAUSES OF THE VIRGINITY BIRTH OF JESUS

• The very first reason:

• God wanted save his own image who was made sin and who has became mortality. It means that people have eternal separation from God.

• Why God wanted that?

• “For God so loved the world that he gave his one and only Son, that whoever believes in him shall not perish but have eternal life.” (John 3:16)
CAUSES OF VIRGINITY BIRTH OF JESUS

• The fall in Eden garden was crime against God. People should expiate this crime. The reconciliation should be possible only with bloody offer.

• Enough offer before God is only perfect offer. If Adam should be offered for that reason it souls’n be perfect because he was sinful.
CAUSES OF VIRGINITY BIRTH OF JESUS

• All descendants of Adam and Eve are sinful. Therefore they are suitable or adequate to be offer.

• The reason of that God gave to people the perfect offer.
CAUSES OF VIRGINITY BIRTH OF JESUS

• So we can say with Biblical words: “He did not enter by means of the blood of goats and calves, but he entered the Most Holy Place once for all by his own blood, thus obtaining eternal redemption.” (Hebrews 9:12)

• That was successfully because Jesus was without sin so called “innocent sacrificial victim”.

• And now we become in the situation that Jesus was born from the Virgin Mary and from the Holy Spirit.
“THE SET TIME”

• “But when the set time had fully come, God sent his Son, born of a woman, born under the law, to redeem those under the law, that we might receive adoption to sonship.” (Gal. 4:4,5)

• “The set time”. We don’t know exactly which this time means. An idea shows the people of Israel.

• Israel had became so sin and disobedient that it’s strain of sin was fully against God. And God decided to save them before their total destruction.
“THE SET TIME”

• The second idea points to the degenerated genotype. God could create new man but He decided to use same people who fallen down into sin. But those people genotype degenerate fast. So it should be soon a time when it should will be impossible to get new people who has good enough genotype.

• Jesus get parts of his genotype from Eve but part of man he gave from the Holy Spirit.
“THE SET TIME”

• Jesus was without sin. It is possible because of the Holy Spirit, whom he gone man genotype from. But even Jesus was clean and Holy, he had same characteristic from woman and commonly from dilapidated human shape as we can read:

• “He was despised and rejected by mankind, a man of suffering, and familiar with pain. Like one from whom people hide their faces he was despised, and we held him in low esteem.” (Isaiah 53:3)

• Maybe it was the last time and the last possibility to get enough good man to be without sin but the man and God in same shape.

• So this way if God shouldn’t make miracle or that God shouldn’t create new man.
So we can say that it was necessary to get the saviour by the pregnant of virgin Mary by the Holy Spirit, not by man and to get the man who can be the sacrificial victim on behalf of all people.